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The birth of Jesus the Messiah 

 

Isaiah 7:10–16 

Psalm 80:1–7, 17–19 

Romans 1:1–7 

Matthew 1:18–25 

 

Text: Matthew 1:18 

Now the birth of Jesus the Messiah took place in this way.  

  

Introduction 

Ephraim Radner is Professor of Historical Theology at Wycliffe College (Toronto).  

In his recent article New Faith Radner spoke about a 2006 return visit to Burundi, 

the African nation where he had gone as a missionary in the early 1980’s.  The 

country had just emerged from more than a decade of civil war.  “While there,” 

Radner wrote, “I attended a gathering of young people—several hundred of them. 

The songs were novel, the mood was vibrant, the testimonies raw. … People who 

have observed the African Christianity of the past half-century sometimes say that 

this surging fervor is what the early Church must have been like, not in form but in 

spirit. Watching the testimonies of these young people, I sensed it too. The world 

was fresh again, made anew, and the living Jesus roamed about, brushing right by 

us in our midst. These are things one can feel.” 

 

“Christianity in North America seems to be aging,” Radner observed.  It seems to 

be “deprived of the freshness that comes…  with conversion into newness and 

life.”  Is it possible “To be too familiar with the Bible?”, Radner wonders.  The 

article drew a distinction between Western Christianity that perhaps has 

domesticated the Bible; for Westerners the stories of the Bible seem like folktales 

with strange clothing, antiquated social roles, and stilted conversations.  For the 

Burundi Christians scripture’s stories were ‘culturally’ familiar. “The scriptural 

stories were realistic all the way down. Ruth’s plaintive voice could be heard as if 

spoken that very day in the dusty streets that had so many people struggling with 

loss.”  

 

1. We come today to a Bible story believers know so well.  The story of the birth 

of Jesus.  I got thinking about Radner’s observations and wonder if this story is one 

that we have particularly domesticated because it is so well known. Culturally 

speaking, Christmas is a big deal and we want to spread the news that at the heart 

of Christmas is the birth of the Saviour.  But the story seems antiquated so we can’t 

just tell it like Matthew told it.  It sounds old and dusty to people inundated with 

https://www.firstthings.com/article/2022/10/new-faith
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shiny technologies. So we approach it and subject it to our presumed scientific 

sophistication with theological treatises on how to regard the Bible’s claim that a 

virgin conceived.  Or we look for life lessons—what does Joseph have to teach us 

in moments of confusion? 

 

I realize that the world Matthew writes in and for is not ours.  I know that each 

generation of Christians needs to proclaim the good news of Christ so it can be 

heard in the culture of their day.  Still, I wonder if we shouldn’t sometimes just let 

the story stand in all its difference from the stories of our own culture.  “Now the 

birth of Jesus the Messiah took place in this way,” writes Matthew. 

 

It was in the year 66 AD that marked the beginning of what is known as the Jewish 

war with Rome.  The insurrection of that year is called the Great Jewish Revolt.  

This war ended in 70 AD when the Romans destroyed the temple in Jerusalem.  It 

is my conviction that Matthew writes his gospel just before this revolt, as 

revolution is fomenting.  Many are claiming Messianic status.  Release from 

Roman occupation is promised in whispers of clandestine meetings.  You can 

imagine the uneasiness and tension people are living under.  It creates division in 

society and families; between those who believe Rome can be sent packing and 

those who are not so sure that Rome’s military can be overcome.  Futures are in 

doubt.  People are afraid. If war breaks out how will I survive?  We can look to the 

country of Ukraine in the days before the beginning of the current war to get some 

idea of the toll that such threat takes on ordinary life. 

 

It is in that situation Matthew writes his gospel.  “Now the birth of Jesus the 

Messiah took place in this way.”  Yes, Matthew is aware that many are claiming 

Messiah status and promising freedom from Rome.  In the midst of all that 

Matthew reminds them and insists that they already know the true Messiah. Jesus, 

whom they have experienced brushing right by them in their midst. Jesus whom 

they know has given his life for them.  Jesus, who is Lord of history and holds all 

that is and will unfold in his hands.  Jesus, who holds them secure in his love 

amidst the anxieties of growing talk of revolution.  Matthew tells them the story 

about how this One was born. 

 

And this is how I invite you to hear Matthew’s story today.  It is a word of 

assurance and encouragement.  Jesus, whom the believer knows to be light and 

life.  Jesus who walks among us brushing right up next to us now.  Jesus, who 

walks with us in all we face in life.  Jesus, who has made himself known to us in 

word and sacrament.  Jesus, whose faithfulness to us is experienced in myriad 

ways.  Jesus, who holds us in the midst of the anxieties of a fast changing world.  
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Matthew wants us to know how he was born; that he came into this world and 

lived among us.  Jesus is not a figment of imagination.  “Now the birth of Jesus the 

Messiah took place in this way.” 

 

2. I invite you to note that Matthew tells us about ‘the birth of Jesus the Messiah.’  

It was also in the opening line of his book where he gives an account of ‘the 

genealogy of Jesus the Messiah.’  The Greek word translated ‘messiah’ is 

‘christos’ or Christ.  This isn’t just any Jesus but Jesus the Messiah, the son of 

David, the son of Abraham.  We find the Apostle Paul making the same claim in 

the opening lines of his Romans letter.  “Paul, a servant of Jesus Christ, called to 

be an apostle, set apart for the gospel of God, which he promised beforehand 

through his prophets in the holy scriptures, the gospel concerning his Son, who was 

descended from David according to the flesh.” 

 

The story the Bible tells of the world asserts that it is the theatre of God’s 

continuous activity.  God’s intervention into history shines forth in the particular 

story of Abraham and his descendants.  It is through the particulars of this story 

that we learn we were created in God’s own image so that we might be the 

recipients of God’s personal address.  It is in the story of God’s keeping company 

with his people Israel that we learn that God is at work in the nations of the world 

and that no one is ultimately deprived of God’s personal address.  Throughout that 

story emerges the theme of a promised One, a Messiah, who would come to set 

things right.  We read one of the scriptures that points to the promised One in our 

Psalm today.  The Psalmist entreats God, “But let your hand be upon the one at 

your right hand, the one whom you made strong for yourself.” 

 

Matthew wants his hearers to be assured that Jesus is the One, the Messiah.  Jesus 

is the longed-for One.  All around were people fomenting insurrection against 

Rome.  The solution to Israel’s woes would be solved through political power.  

Anxiety and uncertainty abounded.  In that world Matthew writes, “Now the birth 

of Jesus the Messiah took place in this way.” 

 

I recognize that many young people in our culture have grown up with no 

knowledge of this story we Christians hold so dearly.  Such a young person may 

wonder what this story has to do with them.  They have grown up without any 

reference to God.  Science is believed to guide them in what is real.  Politics has 

become the highest authority.  Yet politics seems only to foment division.  Those 

holding the levers of power seem to be the winners.  Money is what matters.   
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I read articles about the increase of depression and anxiety among young people 

today.  I was interested to read a review of young writers whose essays appeared in 

an Irish publication, Show Your Work. One writer was said to use “his essay to 

conduct an inventory of the trap doors of his own psyche: depression, anxiety, 

OCD, narcissism, hypochondria, “cyberchondria.” He recounts his unsatisfying 

encounters with therapists. He finds himself to be “a boiling stew of self-loathing.”  

Is it possible that increase in anxiety is related to the jettisoning of God from our 

consciousness?  Could it be that uncertainty increases because we look nowhere 

beyond ourselves for meaning or purpose? 

 

3. “Now the birth of Jesus the Messiah took place in this way.”  In the account 

Matthew offers us he calls us to look away from ourselves.  The birth story reveals 

some things about Jesus that points to a reality that encompasses our lives and even 

the universe itself.  Jesus, Israel’s Messiah, is not just for Israel, but the hope for 

the whole world.  It is Matthew’s gospel that ends with the risen Jesus’ 

commission to go and make disciples of all nations. 

 

The birth story revolves around the discovery that Mary was found to be with child 

from the Holy Spirit.  Matthew wants us to understand that a virgin conceived and 

is carrying this very particular child.  I know that many have tried to explain this 

story as folklore—a tale told to make the hero of the story appear special.  But why 

would Matthew do that?  He is well aware of how babies are typically conceived as 

his genealogy of Jesus makes plain.  The story of Jesus’ birth, born of a virgin, 

witnesses that the world’s saviour has to be given to it.  It is clear that humans have 

been unable to find someone from among ourselves to make an end of human ill 

treatment of one another.  The gospel declares that One has come among us. 

Someone has been sent.  We are summoned to look away from ourselves to him. 

 

You will also notice that Joseph is called to adopt this child as his own and give 

him a very particular name, ‘Jesus.”  ‘Jesus’ was not an unusual name among first 

century Jewish people.  Jesus, as many of you know, is the older testament name 

Joshua in the Greek language.  The name given a child was often understood to 

speak of their character or mission in life and Jesus (Joshua) means “God saves.”  

The One being sent into our world comes as Saviour.  The implication being that 

humans need saving. We humans think we can do our own saving—think of the 

effort being spent on addressing climate change, so called.  The birth story 

witnesses that a saviour has to be given to us. 

 

You notice as well that the angel’s message to Joseph was that Jesus will save his 

people from their sins.  Human ill cannot be rectified through political power.  No. 

https://www.firstthings.com/web-exclusives/2022/10/the-irish-psyche-today
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They needed saving from their sins.  Sin, in the Bible, is a category that is 

fundamentally about relationship with God. We have turned away from Him and 

Jesus comes to turn us back: he comes to rescue us from the God’s just 

condemnation of our sin by absorbing this in himself.  Turning to him doesn’t 

mean the end of all anxiety arising from the turmoil of our world; it does mean that 

we have peace with God out of which arises that peace of heart that is beyond all 

ability to explain. 

 

“All this took place,” summarizes Matthew, “to fulfil what had been spoken by the 

Lord through the prophet: ‘Look, the virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and they 

shall name him ‘Emmanuel,’ which means, ‘God is with us.’”  I note with you that 

biblical prophesy is often fulfilled on two horizons.  The time when the prophesy 

was first given then a future fuller fulfilment.  In Isaiah’s day this sign was a great 

word of hope.  Two kings had joined forces and besieged Jerusalem.  The King and 

his people were afraid for their future.  God sent Isaiah because he wanted the king 

to be assured that all would be well.  The point being that the name of the child 

pointed to the truth, Emmanuel, God is with us. 

 

Matthew says that this is precisely what the birth of Jesus means.  God is with us.  

He is the world’s only hope.  For those who know the gospel, the rest of the good 

news of Jesus, we can see that the seeds of the entire story are in the birth story.  

The world’s saviour has been given us.  His name tells us his mission, God saves.  

He will save us from that which is the root of all human ill, our sin.  He is the 

world’s one great hope.  God is with us.   

 

Now the birth of Jesus the Messiah took place in this way. 


